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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract: There are several issues that always occur throughout the sharing of knowledge within the cloud.
To unravel this,we use a technology of encoding known as the ciphertext attribute-based encoding which is
employed in cloud computing. The files that are being shared on the cloud have the structure hierarchy
feature. During this project, we propose the encoding policy supported peculiarity for associate ordered file
hierarchy in cloud computing. The files that are present in an exceedingly graded format are encoded in an
integrated access structure. The files that are in a serial layer format are combined into one structure that is
accessible. This method saves plenty of time and price for the encoding. Below the quality assumption, this
projected policy is verified to be secure and safe. Within the encoding and decipherment processes, the
expected theme is established to be extremely economical. With the number of files increasing within the
cloud because the users keep uploading them, the benefits of the projected theme become additional
evident.

Keywords: Cloud computing, data sharing, file hierarchy, cipher text-policy, attribute-based.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Introduction
With the burgeoning of network technology and
mobile terminal, online knowledge sharing has become
a replacement “pet,” like Facebook, MySpace, and
Badoo. Meanwhile, cloud computing [1–5] is one upand-coming application platforms to unravel the
explosive increase of knowledge sharing. In cloud
computing, to guard knowledge against leaking, users
ought to encipher their knowledge before it is shared.
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Access management [6], [7] is very important because
it is the initial line of defense that stops unauthorized
access to the shared knowledge. Recently, attributebased encoding (ABE) [8–10] has been attracting
rather more attention since it will keep the knowledge
privacy and understand fine-grained, one-to-many, and
noninteractive access management. Ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encoding (CP-ABE) [11–21] is one in
every of the possible schemes that have way more
flexibility and is more appropriate for general
applications [22], [23]. In cloud computing, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, the authority accepts the user
enrollment and creates some parameters. Cloud service
supplier is that the manager of cloud servers and
provides multiple services for the consumer.
Knowledge owner encrypts and uploads the generated
ciphertext to cloud service supplier. User downloads
and decrypts the interested ciphertext from cloud
service supplier. The shared files sometimes have a
hierarchical data structure. That is, a bunch of files is
split into a variety of hierarchy subgroups set at
entirely different access levels. If associate integrated
access structure can encrypt the files within the same
hierarchical data structure, the storage price of
ciphertext and time price of encoding can be saved. It
allows us to take the non-public health record (PHR) as
an example [24]. To firmly share the PHR information
in cloud computing, a patient divides his PHR
information M into 2 parts: „m1‟- personal information
that contains the patient‟s name, social insurance
range, number, home address, etc. and „m2‟ - it doesn't
contain sensitive personal info, like medical check
results, treatment protocols, and operation notes. Then
the patient adopts a CP-ABE policy to encipher the
data using different access policies. As an example,
associate attending Dr. has to access each the patient‟s
name and his case history to form an identity, and
medical scientist solely has to access some medical
check results for tutorial purpose.

Suppose that the patient sets the access structure of
m1as:T1. Similarly, m2 is termed as T2. The instance
is deployed in cloud system as shown in Fig. 1.
Apparently, the data has to be encrypted double if m1
and m2is encoded with access structures T1 and T2.
Two ciphertexts CT1 = Y1 (that has cardiology,
researcher, and attending physician) and CT2 = Y2
(that has researcher and cardiology) are made [11]. In
the Fig. 1, we will notice that the 2 access structures
have graded relationships where the access structure
T1 is the expansion of T2 [25]. The 2 structures can be
integrated into one structure T as shown in Fig. 2. If
the 2 files can be encoded with the integrated access
structure and manufacture ciphertext CT then CT=Y
(that has a researcher, attending physician, and
cardiology). Here, the elements of ciphertext are
associated with the policy. Meanwhile, access structure
can be shared by the 2 files. Therefore, the
computation quality of encoding and storage overhead
of ciphertext are often reduced greatly. Moreover,
since transport node is added to the access structure,
users will decipher all authorization files with the
computation of secret key once. The computation price
of decipherment also can be reduced if users ought to
decipher multiple files at an equivalent time.

2. Existing System
Sahai and Waters projected fuzzy Identity-Based
encoding (IBE) in 2005 that was the epitome of ABE.
Later, a variant of ABE named CP-ABE was expected.
Since Gentry and Silverberg projected the original
notion of graded encoding scheme, several graded CPABE schemes are projected. As an example, Wang et
al. proposed a graded ABE theme by combining the
graded IBE and CP-ABE.
Wan et al. projected ABE policy. Later, Zou gave a
better ABE theme, whereas the length of the key secret
is linear with the order of the attribute set. A
ciphertext-policy graded ABE policy with short
ciphertext is additionally studied.
In these schemes, the parent authorization domain
governs its child authorization domains, and a topranking authorization domain creates a secret key of
the next-level field.
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The work of key creation is distributed on multiple
authorization domains, and therefore the burden of key
authority center is lightened.

Drawbacks


In Existing System time and price for
encoding is high.



Special multiple graded files are not used.



Decryption system time and computation
price are considerably high.

3. Proposed System
In this study, an associate economical encoding theme
supported the stratified model of the access structure is
projected in cloud computing, that is called file
hierarchy CP-ABE theme (or FH-CP-ABE, for short).
FH-CP-ABE extends typical CP-ABE with a
hierarchical data structure of access policy, therefore
on reach easy, versatile and fine-grained access
management.
The contribution of this scheme is a combination of the
following 3 aspects.
Firstly, we to propose the stratified model of access
structure to unravel the matter of multiple graded files
sharing. The files are encoded with one integrated
access structure.
Secondly, we additionally formally prove the safety of
FH-CP-ABE scheme which with success resist chosen
plaintext attacks (CPA) below the Decisional additive
Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption.
Thirdly, we conduct and implement whole experiment
for the FH-CP-ABE policy, and therefore the
simulation results show that FH-CP-ABE has low
storage price and computation quality regarding
encoding and decipherment.

Advantages


CP-ABE schemes have much additional
flexibility and are more appropriate for
general applications.
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Multiple graded files are shared. They are also
encoded and decoded. Therefore the proposed
policy saves a lot of time for both encoding
and decipherment.



In the projected system, each ciphertext
storage and time price of encoding are very
much saved.



The projected theme has users that decipher
all authorization files by computing secret key
once. Thus, the time price of decipherment is
additionally saved if the user has to read
multiple files.



The computation price of decipherment also
can be reduced if users ought to decipher
multiple files at an equivalent time.

4. Implementation
4.1 Modules:


Data owner Module



User and Physician Module



Cloud Service Provider (CSP)



Authority Module



Researcher Module

4.2 Modules Description:
1. Data owner Module:
We develop the information owner module which is
the very 1st module. The owner can Sign up and look
forward to the approval Key of admin. After obtaining
the key, the Owner will login exploiting the key to
transfer any records associated with user‟s medical
info on the cloud.
In this module, knowledge owner can check the
progress of the file transfer by him/her. Its knowledge
is required to be held on and shared within the cloud
system. In this scheme, the entity is responsible for
shaping access structure and encoding operation. And
it uploads ciphertext to CSP. When the work is
completed, owner sign off the session.
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2. User and Physician Module:
The second module we develop is the User Module.
The user can register and log in on the user's page. We
extend this module in such a way that the User can
look out for his/her case history by given user medical
record id on the page. The user can get search results
of the medical records associated with the id and
he/she can request admin to access the document that
is encrypted by the admin him selves.
After obtaining decipher key from the admin, he/she
can access the medical records. The User logs out of
the session. It desires to access a wide range of
knowledge within the cloud system. The entity first
downloads the corresponding ciphertext. Then it
executes decipher operation of the projected theme.

3. Cloud Service Provider (CSP)
This is the third module. It is a semi-trusted entity
within the cloud. It will honestly perform the assigned
tasks and provide correct results. However, it might
prefer to determine as several sensitive contents as
possible. Within the projected system, it includes
ciphertext storage and transmission services. In this
module, we develop admin module method. Admin
can log in on the admin page. He/she can check the
unfinished requests. To carry out the encoding, a
master key is generated by the admin. For deciphering
a secret key is used by the user to whom admin
provides the key only after accepting the request which
was sent by him.

4. Authority Module
The fourth module is the Authority Module that agrees
with the enrollment of the users within the cloud and
executes Setup and therefore the KeyGen
operations.This is a trusted entity in the proposed
policy. Setup and KeyGen operations are used in the
projected theme.

5. Researcher Module
The final module is the researcher module which can
also be called as the scientist module. In this module,
the scientist needs a decoding key from the admin to
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decipher the file. Thus the requests for it. Once he gets
the key, he will look out for his required case history
by any category e.g.Diabetes, Thyroid, etc.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we suggest a variant of CP-ABE to share
the graded files in the cloud. The graded files are
encoded with associate integrated access structure, and
therefore the ciphertext elements associated with
attributes can be shared by the files. Accordingly, each
ciphertext storage and time price of encoding is saved.
The projected theme allows the users to decipher all
required files by computing secret key once. Thus, the
time price of decipherment is additionally saved if the
user has to decipher multiple data. Moreover, the
projected theme is verified to be secure beneath the
DBDH assumption. In the future scope, besides this
authorities and options, we will add another new party
known as the Trust Party authority. This module helps
to extend the safety in future for the modules. This new
module will manage the different modules like the
scientist, owner, etc. this module also can be used
because of the interface to the company network.
Recently the primary target of the service suppliers is
to the safety and protection of the information of the
patient that is held on within the cloud.
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